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PRESIDENT’S REPORT  
 

Dave is having a break this month. 

 

 

FISHING REPORT 

 

Auckland / Waikato 

A recent visit out to the Waiuku Lakes produced a satisfying morning of fun small 

Rainbows of 1 to 2pds, with the odd bigger Brownie seen lurking around the weed edges. 
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There was what appeared to be a solid Midge hatch going on and a bit more knowledge 

may well have resulted in some of the bigger fish coming to the net. Midge fishing is 

something that many British and American fly fishers are well versed in but as a rule we 

Kiwi’s are woefully ignorant of, myself included. 

 

Also, don’t forget that whilst the upper parts of most of the Coromandel rivers are now 

closed the gorges of the Ohinemuri and Waitawheta rivers are still open. 

 

Rotorua  

Last month finally saw some decent rain in Rotorua and this resulted in some really nice 

conditioned fresh runners to enter into the tributaries, resulting in some excellent fishing 

for those able to get down there. The rivers are now closed to allow the Trout some peace 

for their spawning season and won’t open again until December 1st, however shoreline 

fishing is still permitted at a number of the Lakes. So check out the Fish and Game website 

for the relevant regulations and get down there. 

 

New Member Rob Nelson and his late season Ngongotaha Big Brown. A PB and a very 

happy man. Photo courtesy of Garry Roberts. 
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Garry with 

the first of a 

bunch of 

fresh run 

Rotorua 

Rainbows 

just before 

the season 

closed in all 

the main 

tributaries. 

Photo 

courtesy of 

Garry 

Roberts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Taupo Region 

It is still a case of being in the right place at the right time. Tony Russell, still quite new to 

flyfishing, managed 20 fish to the net in a Thursday morning session, but by the time the 

very experienced cavalry of Johan, Simon, Pawel, Mike and Lloyd arrived for the weekend 

things had got much harder. Then a report from Garry’s guide buddy that it had started to 

fire again mid-week. Go figure… 

 

Regardless, the fish that are being caught are in great condition, fat and silver fresh straight 

out of the lake and of a very solid size. The Club Trip is scheduled for later this month so 

why not give Maurice a call and book yourself a spot. Every bit of rain, there is more 
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forecast for tomorrow, is bringing more fish into the rivers. Most productive flies appear 

to have been Green Caddis nymphs and Squirmy Wormy flies. 

 

 

Five fresh fatties taken by Russell up the Tauranga Taupo on last winter’s Club Trip. 

Book your space now with Maurice so you don’t miss out. Photo courtesy of Russell 

Nelson. 
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Saltwater  

The word here is that the Parore are starting to spawn and some seriously good fishing can 

take place when this happens. Have a chat to our own Simon Hoole about this.  

 

Fishy Tales  

 

- If you do have a report, success story, or anecdote to share then just send it to 

iconpromote@gmail.com  .  Happy Fishing and Tight Lines – Freddy Da Fish.  

 

 

SUBS FOR THE YEAR 2021 ~ 22 ARE NOW OVERDUE. 

 

Adult   $80.00 discounted to $60.00** 

Family $90.00 discounted to $70.00** 

Junior $30.00 discounted to $20.00** 

 

** Please note that to pay the discounted subscription rate for prompt payment your 

sub must be paid by the close of banking on the 30th June 2021.  After that date the 

full subscription rate, not discounted for prompt payment, will be due.  

 

Please pay to: 

12-3209-0190179-00 

North Shore Flyfishers Inc 

 

Please make sure your surname is in the details. 

 

 

LAST CLUB NIGHT 

 

Last month we had Rob Vaz talking to us about ‘NZ Nymphing’. This was a very enjoyable 

talk and thank you once again Rob. 

  

 

NEXT CLUB NIGHT – 20th  JULY 7.30 PM  

 

This month we have our own Johan Kok with a video and discussion about a recent 

expedition to the Waioeka River out of Opotiki. This is a beautiful part of the country and 

a river system with good numbers of fish and some stunning scenery. It is sure to be an 

interesting night and we hope to see you there.  

 

 

mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
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WHY WE FISH 

 

My bond to the land and water was built on a progression of days, seasons, and years--

nothing less could foster the sort of intimacy that makes me so protective of it. 

Greg French - "The Imperilled Cutthroat" 

CHANGES TO CONTACT DETAILS 

 

Committee members organising club trips and similar events are finding that the phone and 

email information that we hold for some members has become out of date. If you have 

changed your address, landline number, mobile number or email address in the last year or 

so and have not passed the new details on to NSFF, could you please advise Barrie Barnes 

by email, his email address is barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi . 

 

 

FISHING BUDDIES SOUGHT 

 

The intention is to display a list of names of Club Members that are keen on finding a 

‘buddy’ to go fishing with, either on a regular basis or just for a day. In essence it’s a fly-

fishing dating service…  

Name   Availability    Contact Details  

Ron Blair  Anytime, has a 14.4 Marco   home 09 834 8841   

with 60hp etec Evenrude   mobile 0275 006 336 

for serious fishing Salt or Fresh  ron.blair@xtra.co.nz 

Les Rose  Retired and is happy to take another  home 09 4183634 

person fishing during the week. 

Graham Carter  Lives in Hamilton, keen on   021 026 00437 

   weekday / mid-week trips.  07 855 1833 

Lloyd Altham             Has 12' Pontoon boat /15 HP Honda. Mob. 021 0295 9167 

Available most time, but prefer  Home 09 420 3120 

weekdays.    email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz 

Gary Bolstad  Keen to get out Stream, Lake or even  Mobile 022 379 3070 

Saltwater fly-fishing. Has both Fish &         gd.bolstad@gmail.com  

Game and Taupo season licences so keen 

to go almost anywhere. Retired so free to  

go most of the time. 

Derek Robinson          Retired available most times keen to do  Ph   4437311 

Waikato streams and most other things.  Mob: 0212 595 371 

        pamanddek@outlook.com   

mailto:barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
mailto:ron.blair@xtra.co.nz
mailto:email-lloyd@skysupply.co.nz
mailto:gd.bolstad@gmail.com
mailto:pamanddek@outlook.com
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CLUB TROPHIES 

 

Brown Trout Trophy – This is awarded to The Heaviest Brown Trout caught by a Club 

Member during the year – May 1st to 30th April. Current holder is Fikrit Chinassi. 

 

Chain Snore Trophy – A fun award given immediately after any Club Trip to the person 

who has done the ‘funniest’ thing over the weekend. If nobody has had anything like this 

happen it may be awarded to the worst snorer.  

 

Ian Hunt Memorial Trophy – Heaviest Trout caught fly-fishing by a Club Member 

during the Pupuke Challenge Competition. A competition run every year to promote the 

Lake Pupuke fishery. This was not held this year due to Covid lock down. Current holder 

is Lucas Bathurst. 

 

I Love Flyfishing Trophy – Awarded to the Club Member who has caught the most 

species of Saltwater fish fly-fishing over the year – 1st May to 30th April. Current holder is 

Russell Nelson. 

 

Rodd And Gunn Trophy – This is the Club Competition which takes place over two days. 

One Day on a Lake and one day on a River. Current holder is Johan Kok. 

 

The Lake part of the competition has its own Trophy, the I Love Flyfishing Stillwater 

Trophy. Current holder is Meinrad Roehrs. 

 

 

QUOTABLE QUOTES 

 

... trout get locked into a 'prey image' ... by and large trout react to what is right about a 

fly and ignore what is wrong. If they did not we wouldn't catch them on our flies! 

Mick Huffer - Fly-Fishing and Fly-Tying Magazine - Dec 2006 

 

 

“BROWN TROUT TROPHY” COMPETITION RULES 

 

Winning fish will be determined by weight.  

Verification by partner where possible and/or by photograph. 

Details to be provided to any committee member. 
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Competition period May 1st to April 30th. Prize awarded at AGM in May. Winner’s 

name and weight of fish to be published in June club newsletter. 

 

 

Chai and his buddy with a hard won Rainbow Jack from the tail of the lower bridge pool 

on the Tongariro. Chai arrived just in time for the hardest fishing of the month, but 

determination and perseverance eventually got him his reward. A fine 4pd Rainbow Jack. 

Photo courtesy of A.S. Chai. 
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NORTH SHORE FLY FISHERS CLUB SALT WATER FLY FISHING 

COMPETITION RULES 

 

The “essence” of the competition is to encourage club member participation and in the 

process, to award a winner’s trophy to the individual who catches the greatest number of 

salt water species. It will run from 1st May in one year to 31st April in the next year with 

the trophy awarded at the following AGM. For the full rules please refer to the Club 

Website www.nsff.org.nz  

 

 

FLY TYING INSTRUCTION 

 

This is on a postponement at present as our instructor Johan is expecting a baby very soon 

and can’t commit to being able to do the online instruction.  

 

Stay tuned for more details on how this will progress over the summer.  

 

If you would like to see the videos of the Flies that have been tied just go to 

http://www.nsff.org.nz/ . 

 

 

CLUB TRIPS 2021 

 

February –Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes FEBRUARY 2022   

March – Lake Otamangakau MARCH 2022 

April – Whanganui River – Club Competition Trip – April 2022 

May – Ngongotaha River and Rotorua Lakes MAY 2022   

July – Tongariro and Tauranga Taupo JULY 2021 

November – Lake based Club Competition Trip – NOV 2021 

December / January – Tuition weekend (Held if enough ‘novice’ anglers are interested) 

December – Lake Otamangakau – DEC 2021 

 

The NSF committee arrange various Club Trips over the year to different parts of the 

country. If you would like to be involved, or have an idea for a trip please let one of your 

committee know. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www.nsff.org.nz/
http://www.nsff.org.nz/
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TUITION TRIP FOR NOVICE ANGLERS     -      EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST 

SOUGHT 

   
This is almost finalized and we will be letting all those that are keen know as soon as 

possible. 

 

 

JULY CLUB TRIP TO TURANGI 

 

This year’s Turangi Club Trip is again being organized by Maurice Parlane and will take 

place on Friday 30th , Saturday 31st July and return on Sunday 1st August.  

 

The Club has booked out several units at Tongariro River Motel and costs will be $105 per 

person. This will include 2 nights accommodation on a shared unit basis and a slap up BBQ 

dinner on the Saturday night. There are fish cleaning facilities, an electric overnight 

smoker, multiple BBQ’s and a quick hot smoker. 

 

Also, a number of people choose to come down on the Thursday night as well. If you do 

this just add $45 to the cost. 

 

If you are interested in knowing more about the Trip please contact Maurice ASAP as this 

is always a popular weekend. Maurice’s contact details are as follows: mobile 021 650 692, 

or e-mail to:          maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz 

If you are a definite starter just let Maurice know which nights you can make ASAP and 

then pay your money to the Club.  

 internet banking to the Club's bank account: North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated 

ASB A/c #: 12-3209-0190179-00 (please include your name and the word Turangi 

as a reference);  

mailto:maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz
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Fish like this fresh run Rainbow taken by Tony Russell this month in Turangi await you. 

All you have to do is come on down. Photo courtesy of Tony Russell. 
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JOKE OF THE MONTH 

 

Brian invited his mother over for dinner.  During the course of the meal, 

Brian's mother couldn't help but keep noticing how lovely Brian's roommate, Stephanie, 

was.  Brian's Mom had long been suspicious of a relationship between Brian and 

Stephanie, and this had only made her more curious.  Over the course of the evening, 

while watching the two react, she started to wonder if there was more between Brian and 

Stephanie than met the eye. 

 

Reading his mom's thoughts, Brian volunteered, "I know what you must be thinking, but 

I assure you Stephanie and I are just roommates." 

 

About a week later, Stephanie came to Brian saying, "Ever since your mother came to 

dinner, I've been unable to find the beautiful silver gravy ladle. 

 

You don't suppose she took it, do you?"  Brian said, "Well, I doubt it, but 

I'll send her an email just to be sure.  So he sat down and wrote: 

"Dear Mom: I'm not saying that you "did" take the gravy ladle from the 

house, I'm not saying that you "did not" take the gravy ladle.  But the fact 

remains that one has been missing ever since you were here for dinner. 

Love, Brian" 

 

Several days later, Brian received an email back from his mother that read: 

"Dear Son: I'm not saying that you "do" sleep with Stephanie, I'm not saying that you "do 

not" sleep with Stephanie.  But the fact remains that if 

Stephanie is sleeping in her own bed, she would have found the gravy ladle by now. 

 

Love, Mom" 

 

Lesson of the day: Never lie to your mother - she knows everything! 

 

 

TEN TIPS FOR A FLY TYING PRODUCTION LINE 

Chris Dore – www.manictackleproject.com  

 

It’s that time of the year when many of us are sitting down to restock our severely depleted 

fly boxes. As a guide, it’s surprising how many flies I can go through in a season and so 

have a few patterns I like to tie in bulk. Whipping up a couple hundred size 14 nymphs 

isn’t as easy as it sounds, and when on such a mission, you’re tying for production, not for 

fun. 

http://www.manictackleproject.com/
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H E R E  A R E  T E N  T I P S  T H A T  M A K E  M Y  B U L K  F L Y  T Y I N G  A  

L I T T L E  B I T  E A S I E R  T O  M A N A G E ,  A N D  A  L O T  Q U I C K E R  

T O  F I L L :  

1. Prep your hooks and lay them out. I use a sheet of foam to keep pre beaded hooks 

readily at hand. I find if you lay out a certain number, you’re more likely to tie them 

up as opposed to prepping and tying one at a time 

2. Lay out your materials in advance to save messing about with packets and untangling 

wire etc. Again if I have a ball of dubbing on the table I’m more likely to keep tying 

until I use it all. Cut wing cases and rubber legs in advance, strip and prepare hackles 

3. Lay out two pairs of scissors, readily accessible if like me, you don’t keep them in 

your hand throughout the tying process. Keeping your scissors in your hand saves a 

lot of time, but I’ve never personally gotten used to that. Likewise, keep two bobbins 

at hand. Especially handy if you break off your thread in the middle of an important 

step, midway through your tie 

4. Use good quality tools. Nothing kills your mojo like your thread breaking in your 

bobbin or blunt, cheap scissors not doing their job quick and neat 

5. Keep only what is needed on the bench and keep it clutter free 

6. Minimise those wraps. If pulled tight, it only takes 3 or 4 wraps to secure most 

materials. And keep your thread short for faster, stronger more precisely laid wraps 

7. Ensure you have adequate lighting. I’m a fan of natural light and so tying by the large, 

front windows throughout the day works for me, but a soft lamp aimed down from 

above highlights your vise, and is easy on the eyes when needed 

8. Remove distractions. The TV goes off once the tying starts unless you are the type 

who focusses more with a little background noise. Turn off your phone 

9. Keep water / snacks beside you. If you get up to make a snack, chances are you’ll get 

side-tracked and lose your momentum 

10. Like a job, set aside the time to tie, say 0900 - 1200 with a scheduled break in between. 

Some people can sit down for marathon tying sessions whereas others may knock out 

a dozen flies and that’s it. The benefit of setting our your bench as described above is 

that you can come and go as you need, and get straight back into it without fluffing 

around finding materials, threading beads onto hooks etc 

And finally a bonus, time your flies. If I know my first fly takes two minutes, then I’ll aim 

for 25-30 in that first hour (keeping it real, as we will still find distractions). Always set 

goals, in everything you do. 

(Personally I would also ensure a glass of single malt was readily at hand – Ed) 

 

https://www.manictackleproject.com/collections/loon-fly-tying-tools
https://www.manictackleproject.com/collections/loon-fly-tying-tools/products/loon-ergo-bobbin
https://www.manictackleproject.com/collections/loon-fly-tying-tools/products/loon-ergo-bobbin
https://www.manictackleproject.com/collections/loon-fly-tying-tools/products/loon-ergo-whip-finisher
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TROUT DON’T SEE EYE TO EYE WITH US 

By Tony Orman 

 

I suspect, we trout anglers too often assume trout have the same perception and vision of 

flies as us. 

 

Perception is the key word. It is what the eye transmits to the brain and the brain’s ability 

that is so important. It’s nothing new.  

 

The English “father” of nymphing, G E M Skues, in “The Way of a Trout With the Fly” 

written in 1921, discussed trout vision and saw through it all.  

 

“The nature and needs of trout differ greatly from those of man,” he explained. “and it need 

not therefore surprise us if examination should lead us eventually to the conclusion that his 

(the trout’s) perception by eyesight differs materially from that of man.”  

Research many years ago, in the US examined the eye sight of frogs and said frogs do not 

actually see whole insects but detect “insectedness”. In other words, they perceived the 

“insectedness,” a term coined by a trout fishing writer in the US, Ted Trueblood, who I 

admired tremendously.  

 

As a youngster, I feasted on his articles because they were so practical, never pompously 

lecturing, never pretentiously using too big a words for a young or old simple fisherman 

and well he was just so down-to-earth.  

 

Scientists might recoil at the thought of matching a frog’s eyesight to that of a trout, but 

then, why can’t I? I’m no scientist but I’m a would-be fly fisher. Take a trout fly that we 

are trying to fool the trout with. There is a hook sticking out of the insect. Yet trout, that 

are being selective, take a fly, but do not see the hook. We do. It’s plain to see.  

 

Back to Skues, who wrote “The balance of probability, I think, leans to the theory that the 

trout is so obsessed by the pressure of appetite that he sees only what he wants to see - his 

supposed insect prey.” The reality may be that the trout only sees and perceives not so 

much what “he wants to see” but what he can see and perceive.  

 

It’s not so much that he doesn’t see the hook but he doesn’t have the perception via brain 

as humans have - and does not see the hook. The reality is a trout has a low intelligence 

and consequently a low ability of perception. Back in 1974 in “Trout With Nymph”, I wrote 

“If we fail to catch rising or nymphing fish, it is not the trout’s intelligence and cunning 

which causes it to ignore the artificial, but simply our failure to match the particular trout 

food at the moment.”  
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I then went on to relate the comments of a Nelson fly fisher Jim Ring, who introduced the 

“supernormal” theory based on findings by animal behaviourist scientists such as Konrad 

Lorenz and Tinbergen. Jim told me “Simple animals such as fish do not look at the whole 

object-they see some special feature on it which they recognise.” The supernormal releaser 

is a feature in the fly that is the trigger for the fish to recognise it as an insect or that 

“insectedness,” as Ted Trueblood termed it.  

 

Ted Trueblood identified translucence as a key factor in a nymph and he rated dubbing as 

having that effect due to the mix of fibres and perhaps tiny bubbles of air trapped in the 

fur. He developed some simple patterns and invariably they comprised dubbing particularly 

seals fur. And they were tending to be simple rather than complicated to tie.  

 

The important thing is Ted Trueblood kept it simple and he incorporated dubbing on his 

“insectedness” angle. 

 

 

HOW TO FISH WINTER MIDGE NYMPHS 

 Chris Dore - www.manictackleproject.com   

 

As we move into winter proper you might be thinking that’s it’s all about eggs, heavy 

nymphs, and big streamers to fool fish that have something other than feeding on their 

minds. 

 

Trout still need to eat over winter, and not all switch into spawning mode, so it’s important 

to still keep observing what type of food is on offer over this period when the insect larder, 

at first glance, appears to be somewhat empty. 

 

The non-biting midge, or Chironomid is found in most waterways in New Zealand, 

particularly in ponds, backwaters, lakes, coastal inlets and slower river margins and is an 

important, year round food source for trout. 

 

With little insect activity across the cooler months, the chironomid becomes a mainstay in 

my fly box, and fish can still be found rising to midge even in the midst of winter. 

 

Many anglers are familiar with the larvae, commonly referred to as the bloodworm, a worm 

like stage which lives amongst the substrate, yet very few carry suitable imitations of the 

most active phase of the Chironomid life cycle, the pupae. 

 

http://www.manictackleproject.com/
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Rob Vaz's Redhead Bloodworm From The Manic Fly Collection. 

Often shorter and thicker than the larva, the emerging pupa features a curved, well 

segmented abdomen, a puffy thorax housing legs, gills and wing pad, and a noticeable 

bubble of trapped gasses giving off a reflective sheen. 

 

Black, greens and browns are the most common colours for midge pupa patterns but do not 

be afraid to experiment. Flash is a must, and so a glass bead or Krystal flash features on 

most of my ties to imitate the eye catching flash of the natural. 

 

While chironomids can be deadly fished static under a dry or deeper on an Airflo sink tip 

fly line, I prefer fishing them more actively on a varied retrieve. From a slow figure eight, 

to a draw and pause, to a steady series of short, jerky strips - the key is to mix it up. 

 

I always fish them as a team of two or three off short droppers with a beaded pattern on 

point, and this allows you to not only create a more eye catching synchronised movement 

on the retrieve, but to vary the colour of each pattern and see which works best on the day. 

 

https://www.manictackleproject.com/blogs/manic-fly-fishing-blog/how-do-i-choose-a-sinking-fly-line-sinking-lines-explained-by-chris-dore
https://www.manictackleproject.com/blogs/manic-fly-fishing-blog/how-do-i-choose-a-sinking-fly-line-sinking-lines-explained-by-chris-dore
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My day may begin crawling larvae patterns slowly along the lake bed, while watching for 

cruising fish. As the day moves along or as increasing activity is noticed I will switch to a 

pupae imitation and fish them as a team as suggested above. 

 

Focusing on the correct depth is a key to success, and you don’t want to be too deep. Fish 

targeting pupae will often be searching high in the water column and it also pays to have a 

few film flies for when the subtle sips begin. The takes will often be super soft, maybe just 

a tightening of the line, so be prepared to set on anything. 

 

With winter coming into full swing here in the Southern Lakes I am looking forward to 

giving the midge box a good workout. 

 

 

 

 

 

At the end of a hard days fishing a reward! A piece each of delicious birthday carrot 

cake. Photo courtesy of Kerry Blank. 
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EDITORS NOTE 

 

Somewhere, somehow there is almost always a way to go for a fish, however briefly. Find 

the way and seize the day… 

 

 

FISHING FUNNIES 
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 (Opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of the individual contributors and not neccessarillary those of North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated) 

 

MEMBERS FEEDBACK 

We, your committee, are always trying to give you what you want.   

But are we?? 
In order for us to do our job properly we need to have your feedback, positive or negative. 

For example, have you been on a club fishing trip?  Did you enjoy yourself?  What would 

you change, if anything? Club nights – what would you like to see more of?  Less of? In 

short, talk to us. 

The contact details of all your committee members are listed at the end of every newsletter.  

So if you have something on your mind let us know. 

 

Thank you - Your committee 

 

NSFF CLUB MERCHANDISE 

 

Cap – $15.00 Inclusive of GST 

Green or Beige, one size fits all, with embroidered badge. 

Embroidered Cloth Badge - $7.50 Inclusive of GST 

Brushed Brass Metal Pin Badge - $12.50 Inclusive of GST 

 

If anyone is interested in purchasing these products please either place an order at Club 

Nights. 

 

Meetings held the 3rd Tuesday of each month at 7.30pm: 
Birkenhead RSA, Recreation Drive, Birkenhead, North Shore City 

NORTH SHORE FLYFISHERS EXECUTIVE 

Club Patron – Dave McLellan  

President - Dave Symes       486-6257 Takapuna      dssymes@xtra.co.nz 

Secretary - Mike Martindale   489 1082   Takapuna      miketmartindale@gmail.com       

Treasurer - Barrie Barnes  021 925 006 Glenfield barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi 

Magazine - Duncan Frew  021 648 956  Torbay         iconpromote@gmail.com  

Committee - Simon Hoole 021 037 6047 Northcote hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz  

Members      Maurice Parlane 021 650 692   Northcote     maurice.p@newwayz.co.nz 

 

    

             
North Shore Flyfishers Incorporated 

mailto:dssymes@xtra.co.nz
mailto:miketmartindale@gmail.com
mailto:barrie@flyfishinginxs.kiwi
mailto:iconpromote@gmail.com
mailto:hoolesimon@yahoo.co.nz
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